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Rct. 6, 1977 
o/b1. 51/No·. ? 
GE lthoca College 
Ithaca, New York 
Decision Possible 
On-GoverriaDC8 Friday 
Prof· Harrassed 
over Pub Incident 
- - '. - . 
by Corey Taylor 1(. The · formation of a joint al gave the joint committee some 
committee to meet at-least·twice power, therefore what the Ad 
The Ithaca College-Board of ·each semester, comprised o(the Hoc Committee has done:-- has 
Trustee will· meet tomorrow to Administrative Senior Executive created the concept of the joint 
decide_ on the Ad Hoc Commit- Council and the Executive Com- committee bit it's stripped of all 
tee's governance structure pro- mittees of the Faculty, Staff and its responsibilities and powers." 
posal at Ithaca College. Accord- Student Councils. · This commit- Whalen sees the committee 
ing to President James Whalen, tee w6llld have no inherent ·performing two important func-
there is always the possibiity power but would serve as a way tions. "It will insure communica-
that the Board won't act -,m the of keeping communication' open tion among the various councijs, 
issue tomorrow, and he added, "I between campus groups, Stud- it will be a place where issnes-ean 
never want to ·second guess a •••• be discussed and_ where recom-
PO,!ll"d of tiµstee." mendations can be reviewed. 
- The Ad Hoc Committee report ~ 2) Governance document 
has still not been:finalized. Late amendment proposals ·will come 
last week the Committee. met - J;f ·s::--.1. through the· appropriate councils 
Faculty Council and Student the President and his cabinet and 
Congress to discuss ~ach--groups' then those recommendations will 
by Susan Westphalen 
Professor Montana Morton 
was harrassed' at her home last 
Thursday night when several 
,-unidentified people yelled obs-
cenities at her house. Professor 
Morton , said, "It wa.s absolute 
terror." -
This terrorist action could be 
related to a Jetter Ms. Morton 
. had printed in last week's 
Ithacan conceming her difficulty 
in -entering the Pub without 
written proo~. However, she wa 
so frightened at the time pf the 
incident that she can't recall very 
much about it. Even the next 
day Professor Morton ~as too 
shaken to teach classes but she 
stayed on campus because she 
was afraid to go home. "I was 
unclear in my thinking and cried 
sporadically," professor Morton 
said. She did not retur.n hoje 
until Saturday and even then 
didn't feel comfortable. 
The harassment was not dir· 
ectly linked to the pub incident 
but it could be a reaction to 
Morton's letter to the editor. 
Most p·eople supported the valid-
ity of the issues discussed, but 
there were , opponents to the 
letter as well. 
Although her fear has subsid· 
l'd now, Professor Montana 
Morton said she will never forget 
\\ hat happened. 1 
with the Executive Committee of ~l. .. -\ 4 with recommendations going to 
recommended changes. This go to the Board pf Trustees· for 
final process culminates months approval, if the President sees 
of acti' ity working toward a new fl:: - fit. Community_ members have 
governance document. r~ ;; , . - no direct decision input involving 
President Whalen said of the ;-.~ • ~ '. ·~/,_- _ amendments of the governance 
proposal, "I think we have a ~ _ document. Faculty Council 
document that can work. We M. • •' B . Chairman Willian Straub com-
.Whalen T81ks 
At Congress 
have tO- start simply and any aqone- rown ments that, "the ,faculty cannot 
imperfections will be corrected · . · _ approve those statements in the 
by Corey Taylor 
by community action." - Whalen ent Congress Chairperson Mar- document that· effect them dir-
pointed out thr!,le areas where he jories Brown sees the. committee ectly, such as guidelines for 
felt the documEi"nt had dealth as a poor version of the original tenure ·and promot_~?n; just like 
-&c.;M*"HcicitagF~t 
President Whalen headed a 
two hour question and answer 
session with about fifty commun-
ity members 011 Tuesday at the 
Student Congress meeting. 
Students questioned Whalen on 
governance and the new docu-
ment, the school calendar in 
regard to religious holidays, the 
living conditions of Valentine 
Hall, I.C.'s Chilean investments, 
and th~ incident 6f harrassment. 
Adminisratlve Posts 
by Felice Linder 
Bill Scoones i; an . Jthaca 
~ College Administrator presently 
holding four titles: Assistant 
Prov~st, Director of Institutional 
Research and Planning, Chair-
person of President Whalen's 
Task Force, and Acting Director 
of the Business ,School._ ·Although 
· this sounds like· an excessive 
work load; Mr. Scoones -ean-
e.:isily perform all of his-required 
duties. It's a matter of "schedul-
ing myself carefully," he ex-
plained. ··. - . 
_ Starting. in ·. the Education 
Department_nin~ yea}'.s a~o.'Mr. 
Scoones chaired that department, 
for two of the five.years:he spent 
!here. H then moved .. into· th~ 
'l'.·, 
· Prow,st's office have been trans- tative and qualit.ative enforma· 
ferred to Stu.dent Affiars. tion about Ithaca College. With 
As t~~ Director of Institutional this data, P..r.esident Whalen 
Research and Planning; Mr. hopes to acquires an overview of 
Scoones' main duty is as an the whole school so that more 
overall S!Jpervisor directing the· informed decisioll's could be 
o·rganizatio!' toward _larger 1.s- made. The- - institution has 
sues. The purpose of this worked well up to now and, "The 
organization is to collect qu~nti- _ crmtinued on page 5 
IRC .. Move To 
~i~~,,--·oe1ayed 
by ~iana J,.ongo . ~, construction and addition or' the 
. -; _ fourth and fifth ·floors. Phase II 
There ·seems ·to have · been · was the rennovation of the fi~st -.. 
so.me; -·. c~nfusi~n .as to what floor and the move of the first 
exactly· _hal>e._~ned -~o- the pro- floor library onto the new fourth_ -
_posed move_ of the IRC' to the floor; Phase III was the furnish-
fifth'' floor-of the library, . inifof the fifth ·floor. The initial 
· Accoraihg•_to. the Direc~r of funding for the Ganne_tt Center 
th IRC D S - at Professor Montana Morton's : ,, e ,_ r: tamas, the IRC ran out after the implementation house. 
uh/ was supposed to move from the of the audio center in phase III. 
;,,i;; basem~t of the P.A. buil~ng to According to Frank Falcone, Concerning governance, Wha-
. ·the _fifth floor of- th Gannett Acting Provost, the IRC will cost len stated at the outset that he 
. Center.: The ·proposed plan _ from $200,000 to· ·$250,000 for thought "the students did an 
:': included: a large ~e~tralize'd completion" - excellent- job in preparation and 
; learning cent~r, similar to those / Most of the students at Ithaca discussion. of their proposal to 
in use - in-. Muller, IJ.lld· .. th,e_ College and.- the staff of the the Ad-· Hoc Committee on 
Performing Arts building. · The library have been unaware of Colle_ge .Governance." · He t~ld 
IRC .w. ould_ .also . .'. b.·e.~.c:>mposed_o_i. what exa.ctly· i.s happ_ening in the audience, "Although mu.ch of 
t I your language (in the new WO_ preVIeW _ rooms, a . argJ? - regard to th_e ,completion j)f the document) is presently· included, 
-equipment checkout center, a. · fifth floor. Most of the staff 
graphics.i>roouction room; a;."copy. seemed to ·think tliat the JRC is some of the language was. part 
~~m._;"_!'i'..rnusic. produciipn ~~a _··in .fact under·~nstruction·-and philosophical rather than opera-
:aiid ·a aarkroom. . . '.: -- -· . soon to be in-operation:::- -- . . tional." Wlien asked about the-
-· __ :J1-~·-mov~ of' th~· ~c:~ the Rumors have _also·ispread that Ad)Jocx Committee's final pro-
.Ji~n_ett:. ~-n~t;r . -would . ~~-· e .. _- head; librarian Leo Rift __ strongly posa1· Whalen noted, "They are· 
f b di ded ffi still at it." ~~m or_ a y n~ ~ 1c_spac_e · objected to:,th_e· ~ons~c;tion of Many students e"presssed 
"for_both ·thtr 8_chool_of Commtim- . theiRC. Mr. ·Rift wa~d--to:use 
cati~ns .-and~ t~e Drama-Speech the area designated _to tlt_e· IRC concern that the ne.w governance 
Dep.artment-: , _ .. -·· - . : . ,, . . . for ad<litjonal library_. space that sr?tern wouTd Tloi allow for a 
_ . .. . 1'.h¢.completion of-t_~i ~C an~ ·h~ feels "ithaca College-will need right. of appeal. Whalen ~oted, 
p t' ·orh ·t · · therestof.tnefdlhfloorhasbeen --intheftiture -· _,that,theBoardofTrusteed1dnot 
. ro.~os s, .·_,1ce,our: .. summers_ tall_d,d :.to· ,I k ff d .. -sJ· ··. · .- -· .... • · wanttogetinvolvedinthejobof 
;,ago.as Assistant Provost This. s e . \le. .. a ac o un s. n .. - The or1gmal plan called for the - d ... t· t· .. tt· -d. 
. . . • - rennovating.'tlie librar ··th ·IRC" ··t til' . "th' d a mm1s r.a 10n IS ge mg pm 
:~year:_ howe:ver;, having au ·of hfo- - · · · - -· ·., -- · Y., -· ~e: -· · 0 u ~~ one: II' to for. "You o en the Board of 
. other -administrative.: functions· -wer.e .. i!ssentially three-. phases: ·. one-half of avrulable space on the T t t if k. d f th=- th 
- most· ·of Scoones' dut1·es' i·n ·the!.'. ·Phase I mcl.u~ed - the:' total- fifth floor •. The rest of the fifth brusdeeds o a m so mgs e 
· · · · · · · · - : - ·. · - ' · - · · t · d- , oar . oes not want to get 
involved in." 
One student asked Whalen if 
there would be a tuition increase 
next y~ar. He reiterated a 
statement he had made previ-
ously when he said, '.'It's not a 
question of an increase, but how 
much." 
Whalen .fielded all questions 
although he did dir!:_<;t many 
students to new Vice President 
of Student and Campus Affiars, 
Richard Correnti, for a solution. 
Correnti, introduced earlierin 
Photo by Bruce Morosohk 
the meeting, was welcomed with 
much applause. 
Free-
_Ambulance 
Restored 
There are new developments 
in Ithaca College's ambulatory 
service. The new ..safety vehicl1• 
which is capable -of handling a 
stretcher will be ready any day 
now. It will be used if the nurse 
or doctor deems an ambulance 
unnecessary. "It isn't going to 
<;ost you anything and we won't 
violate your confidentiality", 
President Whalen said when 
asked about the price that 
_ students were going to pay for 
transport. The coUege will be 
paying the costs of ambulance · · 
transportation for students no 
i:ontinuecfQ'fl paqe 4 
__ . . ·: ·-. - . · .. :.. , . . · · . . - _ · . · . . · · con mue on 'f)<J,ge 4 . 
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This was the week that is at Ithaca College. The 
campus has finally had some excitement and we are 
sorry about it. The incident involving Professor 
Montana Morton is clearly an act of bigotry and 
should be dealt with as such. Terrorism is only 
considered acceptable during war and unfortunate-
ly this is an undeclared war. Restraint and thought -· 
are as important as action. As President Whalen 
said,"If it's an J.C. 'STUDENT INVOLVED THEN 
IT'S AN problem for all of us." , To use an old 
cliche-Truer words were never spoken. At a time 
when racial strife could easilyrip the campus apart 
it is important for black and white students to get 
together to confront the problem. It is a common 
problem for two groups with different feelings and 
perceptions. To use another cliche-United we 
stand Divided we Fall. 
We feel that Professor Morton deserves 
whatever protection can be provided to her 
through LC. Safety and Securit~, if she so desires 
/ ·-. 
this service. We do not agree that Ithaca College 
.shold guard her home as some have suggested . 
This would be setting a dangerous .precedent for 
similar instances in the future for- two reasons. 
First, J.C. Security has no legal jurisdiction in 
areas off campus and second. the college could be 
putting itself upon· a dangerous pedestal. 
· While everyone is passing judgement of the new 
governance document we would prefer to just sit 
back and evaluate it as time passes. We are as 
upset with ·the centralization of power as much as 
everyone else (except Whalen and his friends),· but .. 
looking at it realistically, was there anything/that 
could be done about it? We don't think so. Let's 
hope we are proved wrong. 
While we are mentioning President Whalen we'd 
like to note the fine give and take session at 
. Student Congress Tuesday between Whalen and 
the Students. One came away with the feeling that 
truthful answers were being given· by the 
~LS Calls For Coll.ae 
Apology To Morton 
On, Sept. 29, while relaxing in 
her home watching the Muham-
med Ali - Erwie Shiuers bout, an 
Ithaca College Faculty member 
was subjected to terrorist · at-
.tacks. These terrorists proceed-
ed to chant obscenities and 
intimidating remarks outside of 
her home. 
In the Sept. 29th issue of the 
Ithacan, Professor Morton stated 
that her identity was verified by 
a fellow colleague. After being 
identified she was still denied 
admittance. In addition to being 
subjected to the humiliation of 
not being allowed to enter, she 
was ridiculed by the student 
checking identification. 
with "mild amusement." we feel . 
that his lack-of seriousness ·and 
his inaction of Klu Klux Klan 
tactics exhibited by the indivi-
duals. 
We could never adequately 
express our concern about the 
horrendous and ignorant be~ 
havior displayed by the insolent 
persons who harrassed her in the 
privacy of her·home. · 
I 
PreSident ev.~n if they._ weren't the answel's 
desired. 
Moving down the hall of Job 3, theltbacan woulci 
like to extend a warm and sincere welcome to the 
new Vice President of Student and Campus Affairs 
Dick Correnti. Dick succeeds -Ous Perialis who is 
out doing 'what ever it is her ·does. Just what did 
he do _here? It is pleasing to note that in talking 
with Dick one gets a genuine feeling of concern and· · 
trust, something that has been missing from here 
for a long time. We would lik1(tO"'provide Mr. 
Corren ti with a list of things to do to undo what Gus 
did, but we don't have the space. , 
-After a warm reception at the Student Congress 
meeting Tuesday, Mr. Corren ti said, "I hope I get 
as warm i receptiop at the end of the year." 
Someone overheard the President mutter,"You'll 
be lucky if you do." For I.C.'s sake we hope you 
do. 
.. 
The Ithacan Publishing Co., Inc. 
Ithaca C~l~ege, lth~ca, New York: 
Editor-in-Chief 
News Editor 
Layout Editor 
Associate Editor 
Entertainment Editor 
Photo Editor 
Sports Editor 
Advertising Editor 
Business Editor 
Corey Taylor 
Preston Stewart 
Tim Callaghan 
Steve Harf · 
Bob Buchmann 
Frank Sellers 
Pete Talbot 
These actions were the 
direct result of a letter that 
appeared earlier that" day 'in the 
Ithacan. The response she 
recieved was a direct result' of' 
her exercising her right of 
freedom of speech. The letter 
cited "Implicit racism and sex-
In light of the incident, Ms. 
Morton confronted Dean Thomas 
Longin, who initially l"esporrded 
We would also like to say 
. ,contin·u~d. on page /I . 
: : · ~ ~xectitiv~ ~tretlµ-y 
Gary Kaplaq 
Richard Morse 
~usan Westphalen 
Incident -Shocks 
Student Leaders 
ism.'· The attack on her by the To the Editor: home. It is very disturbing to 
individuals was undoubtedly a hear that there still are racist 
manifestation · of the implied, It was with shock and elements in this community. 
racism and sexism. disgust that we learned about ' What baffles us even more is that 
On friday Sept. 23 Montana the incident that occurred at the persons who took part in this 
Morton, Asst. Professor of the Professor Morton's home. We act of terrorism do not have the 
Politics Dept. attempted to · arc still amazed that human courage to step forward. 
enter the Pub in Egbert Union, heings, 'if you can call them We sincerely hope tha(: 
and was denied admittance due human, w.ould . .stoop so low a~ to Pr.ofei;sor Morton does not ji.idg~: 
to lack of "Pro er Identification." h,1rass her in the night- at. her: - : ... continued · pa e · / · : 
ITHA-CAN 
INQUIRER., -
BY Ellen 81ickman 
Photos bY . Gail Lahm 
~,. . ~ • : '.;. ........ _.:; ... .' ... 2 .. ~ ·.... -
Typists . Lizz Biche, Chris Fries, B!;ltsy .Noglows-
·Adyertising Ginny Crawford, Meg Denton, Rob 
Nelson, Rose Parinello, Karen Stuhldreher 
Sports George Goodman, Hugh Montgomery, 
Reid Walrnark 
Entertainment Jay Bobbin, Mindy Harac, Gina 
Horne 
. Photo Tim King, Gail Lahm, Bruce Morosohk 
' News Steve Bettman, Pam Bernstein, Martha 
Halloran, Nina Jorgenson, Linda Melman, David 
Rosenberg, Felice Linder, Beth Kitzin, Bette Ann 
Sacks. 
"; .. ,. 
I would put the game room 
,, hl're t.hl· puh is and vice versa. 
· Hoh Lavl•n 
(ll!ESTJON: . · If you· ·could 
suggest one improvement for the 
college, what would it _b~'? . 
... ·More· JlexaBUity · in exam Have the· writing lab hours 
. : s~hed1,1ling :. due, - .to ,conflicting_ extended. ~ · · . 
: situations. · · · , · Randi Finkelstein:. 
- . -
CPnl•ral Studic•s '78 
' ,_ 
Personally, I think that all The $chool should devise· a 
class<>s should be televised · to partial meal plan for the people 
l'Verv student's room, seeing . living on campus. ' 
that i spend multiple hours·in the Lori Wolf 
Tack ·-· · Speech/Communications '80 
Frank Valletta- pr:e-law '79 1 
~: . : -
· · Lisa Bookstein Undecided '8.0 
Undecided '80 
' 
--~ 
. ·;, 
... 
-'<· 
:·the. sclioof ·sho~1d ·provide a ·-:_ _ -..:r~e appointment or a ne~ v~ · 
van for transportation to . and -, president for student _affairs 1s 
from :the' airport at vaeati()n 'tlie ·first step towards re-estab-_ 
time. . 'lishing the informal communica• 
Mark McMillian Anthropology'80 -~ion link _between tlie administra- · 
·. ._ . .. .. 'tion and the stud~n~ body. 
· :, ' · · · John·Coughlin · English '79 
'-.. ·_ ·.M;Jk Lebo- Busmess '79 
.J • o ~ L 
I think they shoulct° p_utin pay;.1 
toilets.. · ' · · 
Bill Strom 
Business '78 
.. -_ 
-- , ___ ••• - - \.,J-• - --·-. ... '_,._ -~ - . 
._., -:. , 1 ., . · Bruce.A.·Connar-TV-R"r9···:f'. -: · · ·_ 
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' WH'I, 
PAESIOUIT 
wttf\LUJ··· 
HOIA> 1'1,E 
ccJT THE 
GAAP1 k10, 
A~D L1ST&<J-
\ 
I Afr\ 1'/f'i 1tl6.. To 
l>D A J'O&, .. RUN 
11HPrcA c.oi.tE.6-l 
111E BEST W/¼V I cAN. 
AtlO I WILL !i.EI I UH HUfol • 
roL~A.AT£ AN 
1Dlt>TIC. £oflllC 
StAII' 11~1) A F~"1 
SLJ\NC~OUS ARTltL.E.S 
jA.'JltU,- To GtT ((If. To 
f'.E S I G.N f 
l'M soAAYl SIR,., 
1'>HAT IAJOcJL.D IT 
-11ll<t FOP. y O" 
oH 1 I f)o,J 'r 
1(/1/ow •. , h!AY8( 
IF you AS(~ l> 
l'lli rJl<.E.LY ... OF yol.l 1't>- 1'0 P.ESl(i.JJ ~ 
(irm,J~[J4~ -·NO'*•,. ~ ' ; · ·fl~., I , W I iSlf 4iil 1k· i·/ l !· .. , 1~ Wallace Calls 
Accusations Unfair 
. ,, 
~caAfro-Latin Society 
Continued from page 2 
that the behavior displayed by 
the student in the Pub, lacked 
character and intelligence. Bas-
ed upon Dean Longin's attitude 
w~ have no alternative but to 
question. Ithaca College's _pqli~y 
in dealing with incidents· of this 
nature. This incident-may have 
been avoided had the admi:,istra-
tion recognized the seriousness 
of the matter. 
Due to the two incidents 
Prof. Montana Morton was fore-
To the Editor: 
ed to endure, we feel she In rebuttal to your article of In regard to Prof. Morton's to see acceptable written iaenti-
deserves a public apology from September 29 titled, "Faculty personal attack on myself. I feel fication. 
the student checking identifica- Member Denied Entrance into that I was unjustly judged by l feel that Prof. Morton's 
tion, the Director ·of Egbert the LC. Pub", I would like a ~omeone who made ~o. effort ~o statPment, "I am appalled and 
Union Roger Eslinger. the indi- chance to defend myself concern: . U!Jder~~~nd . my _p~s1t1on as a dismayed at the lack of intelli-
viduals who-terrorized her at her ing the unjustiifed statements . person .. student, at)d Pub Mana- gence displayed when that stu, 
place of.residen_ce, and foremost made bv Prof. Montana Morton. ·ger. In being a Pub Manager, I rlt•nt was confronted with a 
President· Whalen ·since it is he First of · all, the Pub is am responsible for what goes on reality not covered hy 'rules"', 
that represe~ts the Ithaca Col~ licensed by the New York State · im,ide the Pub, I take my job was out of context and unneces-
lege commumt,Y,. . ,, Liquor Arthority to sell beer, seriously, and I feel that I don sar.v. The simple fact was that 
AL t C t not ahus. e my pos1·t1·on. I did not h h d I D hen asked 
T 
~· u :1 on mua wine, and food for on preimise s e a no · · w ' · · 
The Afro--~.,m Society Central' consumption, except for pack- s;1.v. or even imply that Prof. Her claim th;_it I carded her 
Committee and Concerned aged goods of beer which must Morton's word was not good. I continued on page 12 
Students be consumed outside of Egbert mer,.e.;.I_\;...' ..,st..;a..,te..;d;;...th.;..a;..;.t ... b_v..;.l.;..aw...:., _I _h_ad _______ ....;.; ___ _ 
Elam Student Union. The Alcoholic Beverage Control Board of New York State requires us, by law, to make sure 
that anyone who enters the Pub 
is 18 year? of age or over. This 
includes 'the 'enlir'e Ithaca Com-
-~ 
.·_ ~P:z . 
; Leaders FUI.L ITALIAN MENU 
All dinners, sobs, pizza, etc . 
.- Continued from page ~ , · : 
the rest of the community 011· the 
hasis of actions taken by a sick 
and ignorant faction of the 
community. We as student 
leaders ~re sickened by this 
incident and condemn anyone 
involved. We also call on the 
administration to take immediate 
action on this matter and find the 
persons responsible so that they 
can be expelled from the com-
munit v. 
. · munitv. When the.door. checker . _ ,.~ i.&i..., -~~',:.;,J=--~,~;;i~-".:~.~-"-" 
'carripu;.' -If this is"so,: we would> reque;ts I.D., wnet1lei-""'. ·it'. be~.·... -~ 
like it to he known here and now professor or student, acceptable 
Napoli Pizzeria 
that although we have been written LC. (an J.C. picture I.D. 
elected to represent all students card showing birthdate or two 
335 IE. State SL 272-3232 
Open7d•i,• .... 
from 11am to 1am. 
on the Ithaca College campus, we I.D.'s one with birthdate, both Frtdai, & Saturday 1111 21.1111. 
cannot represent, do not repre- with signatures) must be shown. 
sent, and nev.er will represent Verbal proof is not sufficient. 
We wish to make it clear 
that actions· like this will not be 
tolerated and we urge the 
students to join us in the search 
for the persons responsible. We 
suspect that _those involved in 
this blatant demonstration of 
racism were students on this 
those students who practice such 
vulgar and morally sick acts of 
terrorism. 
Signed, 
STUDENT LEADERS: 
Marj Brown 
·. · Melanie Casciano 
Jeff Eden 
Tom Grape 
Jeff Hallenbeck 
Dan Kushnik 
Jim Reinprecht 
Julia Stromsted 
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Ticke~ availabDe /Available NOW £{lg 
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THE ITIIJ\CAN CW.n~r. .::nm--··· '4... " ··' ·--·-Thi''lai&"e Case 
' . 
The Question of ·Reverse DiScrilllinBtion 
by Bette Ann Sncke 
The discovery of America 
occurred on October 12th, 1492. 
By coincidence, the fate of 
kAmerica's minorities was mold-
ed on this same day in 1972 when 
the controversial case of Allan 
Bakke ve. Regents of the Univer-
sity of California was argued in 
the Supreme Court. The out-
come affected all American Jives, 
including the Ithaca College 
student who plans to seek 
employment or admission to 
g-raduate school after college. 
Allan Bakke is a 37 yr. old 
white male who claims he is a 
victim of "reverse discrimina-
tion." In 1973 and 1974, he was 
denied admission to th<> Univer-
sity of California at Davis 
Medical School. The University 
practives "affirmative action," a 
euphemism for the conscious 
effort used to seek minority or 
"disadvantaged" students in its 
admissions' program. "Disad-
vantaged" can encompass poor 
whites, but it refers mainly to 
Blacks and Hispanics in this case. 
Part of the University's "affirm-
ative action" plan is to reserve 16 
out of 100 places for "disadvan-
taged" students. Bakke argued 
successfully before a California 
court that he was better qualified 
for admittance to medical school 
than any of th~ 16 "disadvan-
taged" applicants, but he was 
rejected because he was white. · 
The decision of the California 
court is that the race of a person 
cannot be used as a singie 
criterion for admission to the 
medical school. Recently, the 
University filed a brief with the 
Supreme Court stating that 
Bakke "failed to gain admission 
hecause there were aooroxi- ' 
CHA.JR Pl!T RESTAURANT 
. complete menu 
Steak~ &Chopll Broiled Sea_f oods 
Prime Rib Special $5.95 
Sur.f 'nTur_f $1.50 
Salad Bar included with all dinners 
273-0777 
Go Down Spencer Road To The 
§. Aiban y Extension Across 
From Grand Union . 
:::::~~:::=.:~~==~::::::;=~~~*==-=-~=~=~~~=~::c::J~;&;::::m::::::::::l<::~~=~::-%:t.=:::~:~=~::&w.~=~:$:.:~~==~~~=::*.~ ..... i:>.--:r$:~t 
mately thirty applicants for An excerpt from the brief states: 
every place available at ~a vis "In our view, only one questJon 
and his credentials were judged should be finally resolved in the 
not to be strong enough to win present posture of this case: 
him one of the placed available to whether a state university ad-
him." missions' program may take race 
According to Alfred B. Wit, a into account to remedy the 
Washington lawyer, Bakke ap- effects of societal discrimination. 
plied to thirteen medical schools, We submit that it may." 
to one, twice, and was rejected The brief ~eflects the. opinion 
from all. The University of of the Carter Administration and 
California admitted 36 whites does not express a flawless plan 
with lower grades than him. for social equality. The brief 
Perhaps Bakke's problem is not neglects the problem of how race 
his color, but a problem inherent should be considered in ad-
in the lack of available spaces in mission. It is obvious that racial 
all medical schools. · equality should exist and that 
The University has applealed discrimination shoudl be abol-
the decision of the California ished, but the brief fails to 
court to the Supreme Court. The mention how this should be 
case has stimulated the interest achieved. The Carter Adminis-
of individuals and organizations tration seems to avoid the 
who have filed 58 briefs called question of applying quotas. If 
Amicus Curiae, or friend of the race is used as a sole determinant 
court. One of these is an in admission, then can any type 
influential brief from the Justice of quota system be used? Quotas 
Department of the United States insure places for some persons, 
whicli supports the University. yet they exclude others. There 
~· 
... itdepenc/,§ 
onfe. 
Bring a Touch 
of the Tropics 
to Your Room 
•Pottery, Baskets 
•Terrariums •Palms, Ferns, Bromeliads 
·Cacti, Succulents •Orchids, Bonsai 
•Hanging Baskets 'Cut Flower Bouquets 
•Sand Gardens, Seashells •Flowering Plants 
•Books, Gifts •Houseplants and 
_ •Pots, Misters -Herb Seeds 
•Soils, Fertilizers ·Dried Flowers 
THE PLANTATION 
134 ITHACA CO\I\IO~S 273-72:ll 
*open Thurs. & Fri. evening 
until 9:00 p.m. 
*Sunda 11 :00-4:00 
ATTE TIO 
is nothing more blatantly deni-
grating to minorities _ than a 
quota. The color· of a person 
should not be the single deter-
minant for anything in _ life; a 
human being is human regard-
less of his color, because quotas 
limit "their numbers. A sincere 
program is needed · to abolish 
discrimination from this country, 
especially in the profession of 
medicine. 
Whatever the outcome of the 
Bakke decision, there remains a 
definite dilemma. 91 percent of 
the students matriculated in the 
medical schools of today -are 
white. "There is one white 
physician for about every 550 
white persons, but only one black 
physician for every 4,000 
blacks," according to a letter to 
the Editor of the New ,York 
Resources 
center 
Continued from page 1 
floor was divided for the audio 
center _ and for the librarv's 
archive's collection. " 
The final decision as to when 
and if the IRC will make its move 
to the fifth floor of the Gannett 
Center will come from President 
Whalen. As of now, a scheduled 
completion date has not been set. 
Ambulance 
Continued from page 1 
covered by insurance. Richard 
Correnti, the new Vice President 
of Student Affairs, said,"We will 
continue to transport students in 
emergency situations. The Col-
lege will pick up the cost or the 
difference in cost for those who 
do not have.insurance." 
The Bookstore is. returning all of its 
.; 
'{ 
' 
' 
}. 
,, 
~ 
unsold textbooks from ·this semester 
to the publisher starting October 15. 
' 
Please Buy Any Needed 
Books NOW!!! 
BOOKSTORE HOURS: 
; 
' . 
-;: .. , 
>:., 
,, ... 
,·,.-· 
Mon.-Fri •. 9AM~7PM Sat. 9AM•.12 Nooil 
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•• ~Bill.Scoones 
tl'W'~;.:u, .. iN·1'0'~bef'' i9h' · . ., ·' i. q_~',,( , . . , pageo 
Governance 
Document 
continued from pg. 1 
real secret is ,hiring good 
people," Scoones explained. Gial 
Hogan is the Assistant Director 
and day to day supervisor of 
·Institutional Research and Plan-
. ning. -She, along with Larry 
of the President's Task Force. 
He was chosen for this because of 
his expeifence with writing 
evaluations of this type. After 
meeting every week · over the 
summer all input has been 
acquired the Task force now 
must write up a draft to be 
deliberated and critiqued before 
the final draft goes to President 
Whalen. They are expected to 
be completed by December or 
this year and then they will 
disband entirely. Therefore, 
Scoones position: in this organi-
zation is again a temporary one. 
continued from page 1 dispute." 
functions of Academic Dean. students, faculty has no approval According to Straub there is 
Basically, he is holding the power ill the new structure only an objection by some faculty 
rapidly ·growing department of consulting status," members on the procedure for 
800-plus students together until 3) The administrative appeal picking committees. "The group 
a permanent person is found. procedure adopted will allow. involved will have to submit a list 
Although Scoones has had no committees and individuals to of names twice the number of 
experience in the Business Dept. appeal decisions to each succeed- persons that will be required for 
before, he has had administra- ing administrator in writing until the committee. President Wha-
tive experience and in President it reaches the President. The Jen will then pick the commit-
Whalen's opinion is doing a good President then has the option to tee." Straub added that some 
job. present the appeal to the Board faculty think these committees 
Although Bill Scoones does of Trustees, if he deems it should be elected. 
have four titles, he actually does important enough. · Whalen feels Editor's note: Many questions 
not have an abnormal amount of that the buck has to stop on the governance document' 
plained that any administrator is ~· ... ~ 
Mitzger who does all of , the 
computer work, is -basically 
responsible for keeping the or-
ganization together. Helping her 
are a crew of work-study stud-
ents and Ariel Alberga-Martin, a 
secretary who spent many years 
in the Provost's Office. The 
Institution has been successful 
enough that President Whalen 
plans to make it a permanent 
part of the school. Upon 
completing the major part of the 
data gathering however' the 
office will shrink to one or two 
people leaving Gail Hogan in full 
charge. Mr. Scoones' duties in 
that office, having lasted two 
uyears, are expected to end this 
spring. 
Bill Scoones is als? chairperson 
As acting Director of the 
Business School, Mr. scoones 
again fills a temporary position in 
the administration. President 
Whalen explained that "It is 
simply a year's appointment.. .. If 
the Task Force recommends that 
the Business School remain in-
dependent, then a new dean will 
be looked for." In the mean time, 
Scoones is performing all of the 
duties. Presidnet Whalen ex- • -~ ... 
expected to perform a variety of ... - ·· 
functions. Mr. Scoones' assign-
ments had nothing to do with pay 
but so much exposure to admin-
istrative work .could benefit his 
career. As for the future, Bill 
Scoones does not know yet 
what's in store. Most of his 
positions are temporary but he is 
basically prepared now for any 
administrative work. 
~CJ~ The Bakke Case somewhere and since he's being p<!yed to administrate, appeals shouldn't go to too many boards 
or committees. Marge Brown 
cannot be answered until imple-
mentation and a test period. The 
Ithacan will in future weeks 
examine the questions raised by 
community members concerning 
the document, should it pass the 
Board of Trustees. 
Times on September 28, 1977. If 
Bakke is defeated, ·then the 
· dangers of discriminatory quotas 
exists, and if Bakke wins and is 
accepted to the University, (his 
age notwithstanding), then any 
previous civil rights progress 
may become obsolete; and deci-
sions may jeopardize present 
efforts in the achievements of 
civil rights such as "affirmative 
action" programs. 
"AFFIRMATIVE ACTION" 
AT ITHACA COLLEGE 
AS a private instituion, Ithaca 
. College has the _,jl,\ri~di_ct/on to 
desfgn any type - of admission 
program. This authority in-
cludes the ability to establish 
quotas. The current structure of 
admission contains goals not 
quotas, but certain factors limit 
the number of minority students; 
the most salient factor b the cost 
of tuition which is approximately 
$5,300. There are not many 
"disadvantaged" students who 
can afford this cost. 
Ithaca College has a regular 
program of admission as well as 
an "affirmative action" program 
which is interpreted as a con-
scious effort to seek minority 
students without setting quotas 
(by maintaining special admis-
sions procedures for such stud-
ents) .. 
The College attracts minority 
students through the Education-
al Opportunity Program and has 
done this since 1965. Within this 
program there are students from 
E.0.P. and those from the 
Higher Education Opportunity 
Program. According to .the 
Director of Admissions, Mat-
thew Wall, "Ithaca College goes 
out and seeks qualified appli-
Be pur exclusive rep,on your 
campus· ALL BRANDS 
WRITE 
AUDIO·OUTLET · 
325 Pascack AVIIIIII 
'Nashington Townslip. MN Jlrllly 07675 
Allenl!On: Aite•.lluzyu {20.11 &81161! 
cants, but it doesn't mean that school with the N.Y.S. Human however forsees troubles. "It is. 
·we are denying someone else." Rights Commission, the Equal problematic to have one of the 
The school "actively seeks· min- Employment Opportunity Com- two parties involved settle a 
ority students, who will be at mission, or the Office of Civil ' 
least as well qualified as regular Rights-Health, Education and 
admissions students" in EOP. Welfare. A few complaints 
These students are funded by the concerning human rights have 
private funds of the College, thus been filed against Ithaca College 
restricting the number of EOP in the past year '>r so. 
students to, the amount of Whatever the results are from 
accessible funds. Approximately the Supreme Court's decision 
35 freshman are enrolled as EOP about the admission of Bakke, let 
students this year. Wall says the everyone hope that Ithaca Col-
HEOP is structured to admit lege will not become myopic 
"the poor, culturally, and educa- about the principles of equality 
tionally disadvantaged appli- and will not/ abuse its privileges 
cants who do not meet JlOrmal. as a pr~vate institution. 
admission criteria."· A tutorial Ford ll'A 
service> sponsored by· the -EOP · · VV• 
and originally intended for EOP Program 
students is offered to anyone on 
campus. The State provides 
funds for the HEOP students as Ford Motor Company will 
well as the guidelines for thier sponsor their annual College 
admissions. Wall states that the Roundtable Program on Wed-
new applications for regular nesday Oct. 26. The main 
admissions will make the ans- purpose of the program is to 
wers optional to such questions "show the academic community 
as marital status, sex, and race. something of ourselves (Ford I 
Ithaca College actively pur- Motor Co.), our management,. 
sues "affirmative action" proce- our ways of doing business and 
dures in its employment policies. our thoughts about our place in 
According to Betsy Knapick, the the economy." A cross section of 
Executive Assistant to the Presi- Ithaca College Students are 
dent, if a student, employee, or urged to attend this panel 
anyone on campus feels that he discussion although there are 
has been discriminated against only 35 openings. If interested, 
by the _College, then he should contact Jessica Factor X3221 
file a complaint against the immediately. 
o., 
• • Q 0 the Crossroads 
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R~dio & T~Buchmalln Movies/Bobbin 
ByBobBuc~ 
As a special feature this week, 
I felt there would be a great deal 
of interest in putting radio'o 
behind-the-scenes men up front. 
You rarely hear their voices on 
the air, but everything that 
comes out of your speaker is in 
some way their doing. I asked 
one question to Ithaca's five 
Program Directors. 
Question: Why do listeners tune 
to your station? 
WVBR (93FM) Program Direct-
or Andy Denemark states, 
Quality. They listen to us for 
original ideas. They listen for 
variety; for a certain flavor. Our 
personalities stand out. We 
strive to do more special things 
than anyone else, like our 
specialty programming during 
weekends, including soul, jazz, 
concerts, and features. We play 
a wider variety of music prog-
ramming. Our station tries to be 
all things to all people." 
ICB-FM (92FM) Program Direct-
or Steve Gold answered, 
"ICB-FM's format is titled 'Cent-
ral New York's Finest Rock'. I 
think they listen to us because 
of our reliability in playing the 
cream of the crop ... the finest 
rock. We play selected cuts from 
popular albums because that's 
what our 'listeners want; that's 
what they spend money on, and 
that's extremely important. 
They tell us what they want 
through a variety of sources, 
including telepones, local and 
national sales charts, and local 
surveys, so 'the music we play is 
chosen as a result of research. 
Our audience takes music seri-
ously, so, so do we. Our concept 
is not to have a know-it-all jock 
tell you what is good. Instead, 
we are a reflection of a very 
intelligent, critical, and discrim-
inating age group: our own. 
During the I0AM-6PM timeslot, 
we provide Central New York 
with very solid public affairs and 
educational programming. The 
list of quality diversified pro-
gramming goes on and on .... " 
WEIV (108.7FM) Program Dir-
ector John Tomczyk commented 
on the clear-cut nature ·of the 
Sonshine Network, which princi- -
pally originates from the modern 
studio complex at WEW. 
"People listen to us to learn the 
truth of Jesus: They listen for 
encouragement, for learning 
purposes, for uplifting music 
with a positive message. They 
listen for answers. We aid 
people in growth, because at 
times it's hard being a Christian. 
We do programming on both a 
local and national level." 
WHCU (870 AM & 97 .3 FM) 
Program Director Tom Joseph 
contemplated the question. "It's 
so difficult because there are so 
many things we do. I'd sum our 
FM station up as an oasis for the 
few, being principally classical 
in format. The AM station is 
stimulating. It offers various 
programs appealing to all. Our 
programming is geared to edu· 
cate. Aside from (middle-of-the-
road style) music, we are people 
who have things to say. Some of 
our programs are hosted by 
professors. We. have senior 
citizen programs, gardening pro-
grams, consumer services, talk 
shows, and much more. We also 
have a more vast coverage area 
than any other station in town 
due to our power output, and 
thus a good part of our audience 
lies outside the Ihaca area. OUr 
station is more than a back· 
ground source. People listen 
intently. We are different in this 
way." 
WTKO (1470 AM) Program 
Director Jim Roberts answered 
it this way: 
·1ompkins County's Radio Sta· 
tion" 
"Anything else, Jim'!" I asked. 
A FIVE MINUTE RIDE IS WORTH -
SOMETHING EXTRA 
--.1111- SIIIOIIII, COC&UILI 
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STAGEFRIGHT. 
Starrina Linn Brown 
ana Jonn encJ Bob Dean . 
· ·ot the Dean Brothers Aldlaa1,_,_._. ... . 
.., .... ,~ .... .i 
"That s~ys it all, Bob."' By Jay Bobbin straight-faced fellow· detaching 
With regard to specific radio I had quite a time at the various parts of his anatomy (no, 
broadcasts for this week, WHCU movies last weekend. Pespite not that part) and juggling them 
. FM will feature coverage of the fact that both· films I saw around. The opening portion, 
Game#2ofthe American League have now departed, maybe you "French Windows," used both 
Playoff tonight at B:07, followed caught them. Jf not, a· lot of the music of Pink Floyd and very by Game #a Friday evening at people know that I never shut up psychodelic motion extremely 
the same time. WBCU'e past about something I really like to well, and Cat Steven' "Moon-
Watkins Glen remote broadcast talk about a:-.!,way, so let us shadow'.' was notliing: .. 
proceed. short of enchanting. . 
was .... wet. I' h h , JCB-FM's Midnight Snack for ve never sat t roug two · The ultimate cream of the 
this Wednesday evening pre- hours of continuous short sub· crop for me; though, was a 1930 
sents a conversation with Jamee jects before. It's like waiting for Superman cartoon by the Max 
Young of Styx. Sunday evening the main feature to begin, but Fleischer studio (which also did 
at 7, Sportstalk will .include then )'.ou have to s~ap _yourself Popeye). T?e anim'a!ion ox t~e 
statements from Lansing High bac~ mto th_e reahzatio~ that Ma!'! of Steel s takeoff mto the air 
School Coach Joe Bowers. . · you re w~tchmg the mru~ fea- was first - ra~e. as was the 
WVBR features the ZOBO t~re. Its also much easier. to ov~rall product10n. One dumb 
Funn Band live from Nite Court pick out the parts_you both hke thmg, ~hough: how, could the 
·tonight at 10 Tomorrow at 1 and ha~e. Well, this happened to mechamcal monsters creator ex-PM Backtrack will feature Yes' me twice last weekend, between pect Lois Lane to tell him what 
Fragile" album with host Jane the F~tasti~ Animation Festival he wanted to know while she was ' 
L" on Friday mght and The Three gagged? I guess it's only a 
apWEmanlV. .11 • p . t f v· Stooges Follies in our beloved cartoon ... actually, I shouldn't w1 all' om s o 1ew T 102 S t d · ht L · f · Saturday and Sunday at 6 PM, -, R" ka uFr ady mg h . . say t~Fat eve~ agAm? a t;r havm? 
nt'tl d Wif Be ting ·th 1c or , w o reviews seen antast1c nunabon Fesb· 
e I t e f e ": • WI .comt- movies for WICB-TV's "Panor- val. · 
men s rom various prommen " · d F . Tompkins County spokesper- am~ , . sai . · of anta,sbc I ~uess your tolerance of the 
sons, 
Ammataon Festival that ' the Three Stooges· depends on h ow 
less coherent you are when you much you can take of seeing 
In light of television program see it, the better." I'll agree. Of three grown men poke each 
listings for the week, WSKG-TV, the dozen or so international other in the eyes or hit each 
available over Ceracche Cable cartoons in the package, some of other on the head with hammers, 
system, airs 'Monty Python them will really stump you for a picks and fists. Still, I've always 
Sunday evening at 10:30 PM. At meaning. One, simply called found Moe, Larry and Curly to 
10 PM Tuesday· evening, the "Light", is an example. It's fine be hysterical - especially Curly. 
statio~ will feature Equality, .'.1° and dandy to see multicolored ·Curly Howard can make noises 
A~er1can documentary cons1d- patterns zip across the screen, with his mouth .that I don't think 
ermg age, sex, race, and econ-- but how much can you take even a wild Wambesi tribesman 
omic circumstances. without some definite progres- could imitate perfectly. His 
WICB·TV6,.t~e Ithac~ Colle~ sion to latch onto? "woo-woo-woo-woo-w--" (say it 
campus telev1S1on. station, will I actually shouldn't.lump all. fast) still :5ends me into hyster-
broadcast, News Scene· at 7~45 of the :'egments toge~h.er under ics. I"was·a bii sorry that ::;nemp 
PM ,Tuesday,,. We~nesd~y, and · the heacling of "cartoons". A wasn't in any of the three festival 
Thursday. Upcomm~ this Tu~s- couple of works make exc_ellent shorts featuring the stooges,. but 
day and Thursday 1s C!eative use of clay figurines and settings. what was therre was classic 
Touch at 8 PM, focusmg on The range of facial expressions material anyway. On the other 
puppets. At 9 PM Freeze Frame displayed by the old man in hand, a "comedy" featuring a 
captures the infamous School of "Closed Mondays" is truly re- female stooge, Vera Vague, was -
Communications "Doorknob markable, and I can only imagine to put it very mildly - hurtin' for 
.. Films". On Wedne~day, Channel how long t_he filmmakers spent certain. 
· 6 features a special on Breast on such detail. One of my Two other things kept The 
Cancer developments. favorite sections was the similar- Three Stooges Follies rolling, 
WICB-TV 13, the regional ly-executed "Mountain Music," though. The first was the 
cable television station, offers in which a trio of musicians opening chapter of Columbia's 
News Scene at 7. PM Sunday brought pleasure to the wood- early Batman serial, in which the 
evening. The Channel _13 edition land creatures and subsequent, "caped crusader" looked more 
of News Scene is broader inscope disaster as they added-electronic like Satan and Robin looked like 
than is the Channel 6 version, sooper-uppers to their originally he needed Brylcreem more than I 
due to a less restricted coveratge simple melodies. do. 
area. At 10:30 PM, Weekend Returning to actual cartoon, Then came the capper-my · 
Showcase spotligbts the history , "The Last Cartoon Man" was favorite mountain, Kate Smith, 
of car advertising. very funny as it showed a backed up by a full orchestra and 
NEW YEAR'S TRIP TO 
R~::&:::=::9 
.JANUARY 1-8 
lnformad.on Meet~ng Tuesday Oct. 11 7p~· 
. 102 Friends Hall or, call 273-0156 
273-3464 
0 en To All 
Sunday Brunch 
llOOAM ·_ 230PM 
$2.50 - $4.95 
~6~ 
1152 Danby Road 
( Rte. ,96B) Ithaca NY 14850 
singing (urp) "We're All Ameri-
cans." To shots of marching 
soldiers, no less. Good Grief! 
Leave it to certain members of 
our fun-loving student body to 
stand up and salute while this 
was going on. 
Yes, folks, it was that kind 
of a weekend. Hey, with all of 
these short subjects playing, 
who in their right mind would 
have want~d to see a full-length 
feature'! Andy Clyde and Woody 
·Woodpecker, where have you 
gone'.! 
.::~~ll~~~~w .. 
Wbo~s Who 
- . - · 111 · lthaca~s ,-Dorriie 
Now's your big chance to show issue.:' . , 
ho's who in Ithaca's dorms! U What's in it for me, you ask? 
ou've decorated; renovated, re- Beer! A full I.C .. keg ~f it! So 
modeled, or engineei.:ed the much beer that everyone in·your 
modest little room supplied to· entire dorm will have to come.up 
ou: ·· '.l>f . lthaca College into · to your home away from home to 
something - extraordinary. you help you finish it off! 
must tell us before Wednesday, To enter, call us at 273-1989 or 
October 12 at' 5 PM. 274-3207. We'll send up a 
The Ithacan Entertainment photographer at your conven-
Section will feature Who's Who ience. Then, if Q~r judges decide 
in Ithaca's Dorms in two week's. that you are the who in Who's 
Be lQOking for an incredible Who in Ithaca's dorms, the beer 
spread of incredible dormitory · is yours! 
hotographs- in our October 20 Good Luck!! 
·rama: · .·. 
· A Royal ~ow 
"The Royal Family," a warm Creason; costume design by 
comedy of theatrical life, will be Assistant Professor of Drama-
staged October 11-13 and 16. Speech Robert DiGiacinto; light 
Tickets for October 14-15 per- and sound design by Associate 
formances are sold out during Professor of Drama-Speech John 
Ithaca. College's Parents. W~ek-· Bracewell. 
end: Cast members include Kelly 
Last year, the play was Vinci, Frank Stasio, Mark -
given an all-star revival. It was a · Pierce, John Bachelder, William 
hit on Broadway and on a Squier, Sue Judin and Layle · 
national road tour as well as Smith-Clayton. Other cast -
making, the inevitable summer memb~rs will be Mark Moses, , 
stock circujt. It was even billed Margaret Johnson, Aaron Luss · 
as "The Bi-Centennia~ Produc- tig, Kathryn McNeil, John Hut-
tion." - ton, Ross Hindley, l'..eisa Cree 
. Set design for the produc- and Peter Shapiro. Tickets for 
tion will'be by Associate Profes- "The Royal Family" are current-
sor' of . D'ram'a-Speech . Donald ly on sale at the bo.x ·office. . 
· Concerts: · 
OCTBRate,s., To Remember 
7 CHARLIE DANIELS BAND: Auditorium, Buffalo 
Pa1ace Theatre, Albany 17 RUSH: Palace Theatre, 
8 HAR}lY CHAPIN: Broome Albany 
County Arena, Binghamton 21 HARRY ~HAPIN: Geneseo 
9 ROBERT KLEIN: Clark Gym, State college 
University of Buffalo 21 OUTLAWS: Men's Gym, 
9 HOT .'.!.'UN.~, Palace· Theatre, Syracuse' Uni'ver!iity .•· · ... - . 
Albany" · , ·· · . 22 ATLANTA. RHYTHM SEC-
12· HARRY CHAPIJ:'1: . Klein- TION: Ithaca College__ . ' 
·. bans, Buffalo 27 LINDA RONSTADT· 
· 13 TOM CHAPIN: CCFL, Cornell University . 
Canandaigua 28 PHOEBE SNOW: Shea 
17 ROD STEWART: Memorial Theatre, Buffalo 
'-. 
WINE RACKS 
the iron·shop 
. . a 9-gi,q 'i't"<.H :fl 1M'-fJ½O .tli.A·t>fi..ti't'f ~HT 
_,.- ; .: ·· -.: -.----,.-----·-·--~-- ... -·-....... ._.... ......... ""l"flE"~:-~Wlr,·1~jJlfge r '' • ,,. .. 
WICB-TV';1'rivia · .· 't:.u. Miis811m· -· 
' . 
:Sllow .. Debuts iF&n Sc11ec1u1@ 
. . by Bob Buchmann 
Tuesday evening .at 8:45 pm, 
· studio lights faded up in.WICB's 
Hanna Broadcast Center Studio 
· as the debut taping of ~ow-O>uld 
You Forget took place. Paul 
Bernbaum, eroducer/Director of 
the television trivia show, coor-
. dinated the cameramen and floor 
manager as host David Lee 
Miller warmed up the studio 
audience with ·a quick briefing. 
Miller stood before the modern 
· ated an im-
second panelist to be introduced 
on the program's premiere tap-
ing then left only to toy with 
contestant #13, a TV-Radio major 
at Ithaca. 
With all of the formalities 
completed, the topic "TV Shows 
was chosen. Miller asked the 
three to "Name one of ihe three 
bosses Ralph Cramden has work-
ed for", When none·of the 
partelists went for their resp~c-
tive buzzer buttons, Miller.shook 
his head and with a smile said, 
by Susan We~'1a)en 
The Herbert F. Johnson 
Museum of Art, located at 
Cornell University announces it 
fall exhibition schedule. The 
museum hours are as follows 
Tuesday 10:00am to 5:00pm 
Wednesday 10:00am to 9:00 pm 
Thursday thru Saturday 10:00 
nm to5:00pm 
Sunday 11:00am to 5:00pm 
The first exhibition will be 
Jim Dine Prints from 1970 to 
1976. It has been said that Jim 
Dine was a "new realist". His 
exhibition includes objects like 
shoes, hats, paint brush·es and 
tools. His prints number over 
one hund~d in the museum. 
Dine has visited Cornell and also 
exhibited at E~po '67 in Montreal 
and The National Gallery of 
Berlin in 1970. On Sunday, 
Octob.er 9, at 2:00pm the film, 
Jim Dine, London, will be shown 
in the museum. Jim Dine Prints 
in the museum from September 
30 to October 30. They consist- of 
etchings, lithographs and mixed'..___ 
media. 
Also seen this month and 
next pionth will be "The Ameri-
can Image, an exhibition of 
· - 1 ?" prints made by American artists , press1ve marquee-sty e sequence· How could yo~ fo~get, guys. between the two World Wars., 
of chase lights, explaining that In the Rapid Fire roun~. the i These prints are part of the 
How Could You Forget? develops book store owner won h1mse!f museums permanent collection., 
the trivia theme as one of "all b th the ga and a c p of N I o me . 0 Y ei · The artists included are - Thom-
new importance". He went over Sedak~'s new album. He then as Hart Benton, John Steuart 
. the- program rules, which in the was lfiven ~ crack at a bon~s Curry, Grant Wood, Ben Shahn, 
ease of an incorrect answer question which. could have paid Martin Lewis, and George Bel-
allows the remaining two con- off a Solar wristwatch had he lows. The majority of the artists 
testants to rack up points _by responded correctly. chose to depict typical American 
answering it correctly-. Then . How Could Yo~ Forget? was scenes. The exhibition was 
came mention of Rapid Fire, a aided by a production gr~nt fr?m organized by Barbara Blackwell 
question-answet series where . the North F~rty. The fhc~ermg and it is called "The American 
time is the key element. set was designed .and bmlt by Image". 
The first of the three contest- Veraxon Electromcs, who de- 'the museum has organiz-
ants to be introduced .was· the. signed the illuminated dance d t · t h"b"f f t 
owner of the- Renaissance Book - floor at the North Forty ~ ath WO·P:i: rel l 'fi~ ea ur-
' ·•Store on the Commons; who said - · The studio audience fdund the · m~ e WO t ·.:O, 0 orne ~!ns}~t" he appeared so he· could "win . program both informative and aln d preseArtn ·h nDe g erLoJ !~-
back f th b k h . . d I d cu es, ur ove, ms d t ~ome . o " :im oo s ale ente~tru.?mg an app aude en- Eilshemius, Louis Agassiz Fuer-
1 ona e : pr1~es . II er c;s;,V thusiastlca_lly-Ho~ Would You . tes, Christian Midjo, Margaret 
Y. 9ues Ione anh a ege F-0rget? wdl be aired on WICB - , Bourlee-White, Olaf Brauner and 
trivia ex ert w o was· the TV 13 on Sunda October 16. J 
HTHACA COLLEGE 
the commons , 272·51011 COLLEGIATE CREST 
GLASS 
' / 
· · I LUTHERAN WORSHIP I . ~ 
Students are welcome to worship.with 1us 
- AT · :, 
Trini.ty Lutheran Church-( Mo- Synod·) 
149 Henness Lh, Ithaca . 
. ( off Sia teNille Rd ) 
_ _273-9017 or 272-4995 .. 
Sunday Schqol dnd Bible Class-9:00am 
. 'Worship -1b,30am 
Stuq~nt pic~up·aJJ:obert Union at 10:15art 
MAYER'S 
SrJIOKE·-SHOP 
Foot Qt.Aurora Street Hill 
:-~ ~··:All .S,r_qk~r's Supplies 
. Paperbound Books 
.Mag~ines 
;, 
·Newspapers 
, ' - • _J " •• ~ \ : • _.,. 
-..,.. 
AvailableAt Union Snack Bar 
: -· ,~ 
.. , . ~Get yoµ~ glasses n·ow, su.phly limited. -· 
· -eoca-Cola- and 'Coke" are reglstenldtrade-matksvmJch ~tf!e ~ ~of The Coca-Cota Canpany. · 
i 
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- All students are reminded Lick-it is open from 8-12 
that the deadline for drops with midnight, 7 nights a week. 
no record being kept is Friday. Located in. tbe West Tower 
October 7. Any drop cards Basement Room 106. · Come 
turned in after October 7, but ,down for s,ome ice cream tonight.· 
before November 18, will result / ' 
in the course remaining on your 
academic record with a grade of 
W. All drops after November 18 
will be recorded , as F on your 
academic record. -
ID cards arc in. Those 
students on a meal plan should 
pick up their I.D. 's at the-SAGA 
Office in the Terrace Dining llall. 
Those not on a meal plan -may 
pick their's up at the Registrar's 
Office in Job Hall. 
'\ 
There will be a Psychology 
. club meeting on Monday October 
10, 1977 at 7:30 for all interested 
majors and nonmajors in F301. 
We will be discussing Graduate 
school opportunities. 
Annie, 
ASAP 
Gary 
Crossroad Auditions being 
held Oct. 10, Monday beginning 
at 7 pm; ·Make an ap~intment · 
with Jamie Huffman in the office 
of campus activities if talented · 
~nd interested in performing. 
Don't forget your Moms! 
Treat your Mom to ;i corsage for 
Parent's :Weekend.,. Orders will;! 
be taken Friday Oct. 7th, Mon~-
Thur . .Oct. 10th 13th in the ,_ · 
· Uflion Lobby. 
For Sale: 
Stereo. receiver, Lafayette 
LR-2200. Good-Condition - call 
273-9780 or X707. Ask for 
Rg)Jert Blav_, 
Don, Ann, and Lisa, 
Happy Myes Day 
The Lodge 
, I.,, 
J.C., 
Happy Birthday! _. 
I'll bring you' some. Italian 
Cheesecake. .. , . _ ,, 
Your old r~mie 
· -Dear 'i>apooney, . 
Well the time )}as finally come 
when we have become .one. 
Yeah!! But I love you more then 
all the salt; space; and water. 
Happiness is- mine. 
Love you always, 
Juan Papooney 
Dear Jamie, 
Some things can ~e a real 
pain in the ars-but again, thank~' 
for all your help! 
Love, 
BOC 
Deborah Beth 'Lewis, , 
I am very sorry for my 
language and actions in the boat 
two weeks ago. 
I am very isorry for treating 
you in a crud~ and disrespectful 
manner. 
I hope yoµ will forgive me 
and everything gets back to 
normal soon. 
Stephen M. Meadow 
Hey Jud-
I love you not only for what 
you are ... !,l.ut for what I am when 
I'm with."you. 
Lei do'dat. 
'cK · 
Lgs and Davert 
I'm sorry I'm never home. I 
owe you guys a few meals and 
dishes I know you loved it! 
, Garer 
To whom it may concern: 
Fluff in not dead , 
Sincerely, 
- Rob 
Happy Birthday-, Mel. Hope 
its' a good one... and you're 
getting high on WHAT to 
celebrate?_??? 
Love, 
A friend. 
.SKT: 
To Rober, Scottie, F.D., and 
Y.I.K., 
N.Y.C. here we C(tmel 
Frankith 
To the Lodge, 
YES! Beaver season is 
~fficially open. 
Kap 
To Mr. Hooter's Friend, 
You're the best. Thanks for 
everything. 
Scarlet 
Amy, 
Maybe it will be sunny this 
·saturday; I hate accounting and 
economics too 
Gary , 
SKIERS: 
For sale, 1 pai; of Salomon 
555 toes. Used bne season. Call 
Rob at X704 or 273-9780. 
Laughting at me_, 
. Those ·pictures you 
were strange 
.d Twoop, 
sai Feel better so we can do 
Out of tune, out of key 
Its such a shame· but you 
- shots and HB's for GP's 
Dr. Lodge ' 
·.-. ~ .. E.L., never quite see 
You always put the blame on 
me 
\ 
·.f~··r- ·_!'~.,,.-' 
Create a Jfstin<-t(1'e ensnnl,le 
.. · ~t ~~le of !Jou "" du ~~~~ons~ 
J' • • ........ ' 
; I 
•. -. ''.I love you just the way you 
-: ·are!" - : , 
· -F.R'.s.s. I'm like an old blues you 
never use 
Going out of style and it's 
- not worth while 
Stoner, . 
We are SO giant. 
Garer 
Randy Randy, To foul feet Freddie, 
. The great moose is back 
Pete 
anymore .... 
Sincerely, 
"Ranky" 
Have fun being a "swinger" in 
· your new hot rod! 
Julie Julie. 
Cher, 
·-A~j-·ATl.C. 
GAftD£N. (R~S1AtrRA~T] 
-Have a Happy Birthday! · I 
hope everything runs smoothly 
this weekend. 
Your new r~mie's old 
roomie 
Macy, . 
·How's it hanging? l 'hinese -A.merica.11 Food Fox -
' 118 W. State Street - 272-73$0 
WAAL-FM 
.'in coop..-ation with . 
Edward V •. Green Entei prises 
CHUCK. 
MANGIONE 
Br00"18 c_ountyArena 
Sunday OCtober 9 
Binghamton -N-. Y. . 
pm Tickets· oll S81e at 8:00 
at the .. Arena Box Offic• · _ · :;'. 
·and.a11·~em Dn.19 Store;, 
.._, 
'Arenall'ox- o~e °""· - -. 
111ond·a,, ~ $aturciav· 11:00 am • e:oo P~ 
• I '~ • ' • • _, •-. ' • • ' • • • ·, • • : ... 
·\. 
''· 
' ,. 
,... • ' • :, • • I :• • •• ~ .... _ _.-,.:,•: • .,,,,,.• ., ·•, ':- ,': '.'' 
\i 
J 
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AudloMagnetlcs High 
Performance Tape 
Is available at 
INTREPID. 
Auburn. NY 
0-BRIAN·s APPLIANCE 
Auburn. NY 
HART ELECTRONICS 
Binghamton, NV 
·suPPED DISC 
Suny 81ngham1on. NY 
SOUND SPOT 
Bin_ghamlon, NY 
CORTLAND COLLEGE BOOK 
STORE 
Corlland. NY 
ELMIRA COLLEGE BOOK STORE 
Elmira. NY 
PENNY LANE 
Elmira. NY 
.. SOUTHERN TIER ELECTRONICS 
Horseheads, NY (Elmira) 
CAMELOT MUSIC 
Foyetleville, NY 
GRECO TV 
Fulton, NY 
MIKE'S TAPE CENTER 
Fulton. NY 
COLGATE RECORD CO-OP 
Hamilton. NY 
ACTION AUDIO 
lthaca~NY 
BACH TO ROCK 
Ithaca. NY 
CORNELL CAMPUS STORE 
llhaca, NY 
ITHACA COLLEGE BOOK STORE 
llhaca. NY 
··RECORD PEOPLE 
Ithaca. NY 
MIKES SOUND CENTER 
Liverpool, NY 
VALLEY STEREO 
Norwich, NV 
ONEIDA RADIO SHACK 
One,da NY 
GENTILE MUSIC 
Oswego.NY 
GRECO TV 
Oswego.NY 
JIM S RADIO & TV 
Oswego.NY 
PALMER RADIO & TV 
Oswego, NY 
RIDGE ELECTRONICS 
Pittsford, NV 
ROGERS RADIO 
Polsdam. NY 
CLARK MUSIC 
Syracuse, NY 
GERBER MUSIC 
Norlh Syracuse. NY 
GERBER 1',1USIC 
Shopp,nglOwn De w,11 
(Syracuse). NY 
GERBER MUSIC 
Fa,rrnounl Fa,r (Syracuse). NY 
GORDON ELECTRONICS, INC 
Syracuse, NV 
MIKt S SOUND CENTER 
Nort11 Syracuse NY 
RECORD THEA rnE 
On the SU H,tt 
SOUNDS GAEA T 
Syracuse, NY 
SPEC T l<UM Rf C:OHUS 
. Svracuse NY 
SYHAC 1JSL urslV[RSITY llOOK 
STORL 
SyraC1Jse. NY 
THE AUDIO THRESHOLD 
Syracuse, NV 
WALTS Al CORDS 
Syracuse. NY 
SEIDEN SOUND 
Utica, NY 
VALLEY STEREO 
Herkimer (Utica), NY 
PA rs RECOR['.::, 
North Syracuse. NY 
COLGATE UNIVER~ITY 
B00KS10RE 
Hamrlton. NY 
CORNELL CAMPUS STORE 
lthrca, NY 
HARRINGTON BROS 
Courtland. NY 
CENTRAL ELECTRONICS 
Utica·. NY 
SPENO MUSIC 
·: , ~uburn, NY 
f \1:s VOLLMER RADIO AND TV 
Central Square, NY 
. · HELP .. WANTED 
·ITS·FOR· 
YOU.~ ... , 
plea·se call 
274'!'3~07 
· x207-
/ 
'1'.l:lt.i A'J.'liAliN'I:,. lJCWber O,· ~..,,,.,.~ pa~.l.l ~ ·. ·,· 
" ._ , • ' \ , ", ' ' I ' ' • '.: • "• • • 
•• 
You can buy great sounding, strong, dependable 60-minute tape for about $3 .. 
Or you can buy great sounding, strong, dependable 60- minute Audio Magnetics 
High Performance tape for under $2. 
What's the difference? About a dollar. 
And that's the only difference. Because the truth is, AudioMagnetics High 
Performance tape is made so well that on most 
equipment you won.'t be able to tell any. , ~ 
difference between our tape and the · ~ 
mor~ expens1v.e. ones .. 
As ·a matter of fact, if you can tell . 
any difference at all just return the ... · .. -:1~1 
tape to where you bought it and they'll 
refund your money. 
So why pay for a difference you can't 
hear when you can buy AudioMagnetics 
High Performance cassettes or 
8-tracks and save some money. 
Enough money, as a matter of fact, 
to pay for half of your next 
A1:1,di0Magnetics High Performance ,; 
tape. 
We guarantee you can·t tell thc.t· '"-'I;, ... , . 
difference. So why pay the difference.·.· . 
To find out more, wnte us al Aud10Magnet1cs. 2602 Michelson Drive, P.O. Box B-G, lrvme, CA 92716. 
Or call toll free (800) 854-0131. 1n California I (800) 4:J2-703:l. 
Hey T, N. Y. State Scholarships-Initial 
You are the crossword of my batch of Fall 1977 N. y. State 
life Scholarships has arrived at the 
Gary Bursars in Job Hall. Students 
who receiv~d award certificates 
in August are asked to stop to 
To You, . . pick up the checks or have them 
Whenever I see your smilm deposited· in to their accounts. 
face, I have to smile myself. The Bursar's Office is open Mon -
because I Jove you... Fri 9 AM-4 PM. 
Bob' 
The friend of Jill and Mindy wish 
to express their deepest sym-
pathy because their long time 
friend turned enemy at 3:30AM 
Sunday night over a few pairs of 
underwear. · 
Dairno, ·. · 
. How's the London Chapter 
of the Hodgea Podgea _Lodgea 
doing?_ Enjoy, enjoy. enJOY · 
' M&M i 
.D.K. 
Thanks for the cups! 
Soupy 
.Marg 
Sorry, but wbat are friends 
for. 
, Right Roomie. 
Continued from page 6 
Joseph Hansen. The second 
gallery will include ·urrent work 
of Cornell faculty, present and 
past. 
Benjamin Hertzberg has put 
together a detailed__exhibition of 
photographs, of daily· life -
throughtout the world. Among 
some of the places are Italy, 
Israel, France, England, Peru, 
Crete, Tokyo, Bombay and Ken-
ya. Hertzberg works in stark 
back and white with 35mm 
cameras. His work trys to 
capture the emotional side of 
people. . 
f<·rom November 16 to De-
~- cember 23 Edwin Dickinson will 
exhibit his paintings and draw-
ings . . His styl_e is very realistic, 
but some display · a haunting 
imagery-dra,wn from. intuition, 
memory and.dreams. Emphasis 
will be· placed upon works 
created in Buffalo, New York and 
1 
on Cape Cod. 
Stanley Bowman and Jos-
eph Jachna, Roger Mertin, Carl 
Toth · and John Baldessari are 
represented in an exhibition 
entitled, New Aspects of Self in 
American Photography. This 
final exhibition before Christmas 
will show the reaction of these 
· photographers with personaliza-
tion and new expressive conven-
tions. Stanley Bowman and 
Joseph Jachna used wide-angled 
lenses to suggel?t a different type 
of compositional structure. They 
took pictures of fragments of 
arms, legs or shoes. 
One special project form 
, October 12 to November 19, is 
called, Art Insights:. : Making 
Senses. Tbw museum is used as 
a classroom: Classes are taught · · 
. by Pe~ Koetsch, assistant coqr; 
dinator of education. 
, .. 
--, 
, I 
s ••• RebUttal-
To Prof Critic 
In ·Need<Of .A Friend. 
Continued from page 9 
due to a racist and/or sexist 
attitude is simply not true!! 
Discrimination is not a practice 
that is employed by the Pub, or 
by the Pub staff. I did not card 
h~r because of her race or sex; I 
did card her because it is my job 
to make sure that everyone in 
the Pub is 18 or over. Anyone· 
and everyone gets carded re-
gard_less of race, religion, sex, or 
dass. I did not feel that I was in 
any regard disrespectful to Prof. 
Morton as a person or as a 
faculty member. If the situatfon 
came up ain, and I did not 
receive acceptable written proof· 
of age, I would repeat my 
actions. 
Twenty-one full-time stu -
dents are • employed in the 
LC.Pub. - We represent almost 
every department at Ithaca 
College. It is impossible to 
expect each and every one of us 
to recognize every faculty mem-
ber, student, administratior, -
staff or community member. 
Sincerely, 
Susan Wallace 
and the Pub Staff 
If .vour body and your head orer:rt exa~ 
togethes, ·.tt mav be b$cause you~re wearlf'O 
sOl'ft&bodV else's haircut. . . 
. ~lngyeurheadtoCofl\mancl Performance 
wf19re .we talk to It before we touch lt. We 
sbampoo, cut and blow dry your halrthewqv ycur head •ns· ~s ~. ·¥Ct all_ for ten dolldll. 
,wr,emer .. -.,•re a gal or a gw. . ·. · 
we·. a,16~- .s'p.ec.lallze fn- full htf1rcolorlng., 
~mGnenr'wavea, frosting and conctttJonlng .. 
Ptif~r ~ to· out hands, we•n get.It-~ 
togett,,r wnr. your t)od9,-you.- . 1EMt•-
wc,h_1. ~~1Ze ,yourself. · 
,t,alil•- All · . 
·titr~.Moat11••i1 War.I-' 
-tr Tilif•ib. .... . 
Dear Sir/Madam, . . 
I'm presently an ·iqmate at 
the Auburn Correctional Facility ' 
in Auburn, New York. I'm here 
for possession of "mitrijuana" ~m 
excess of 2 oz. under the 
Rockerfeller drug law of New 
York State. I presently have 
about 18 months left to do 
towards compietion of-sentence. 
This is my only conviction as well 
as my first arrest of any nature. 
(I pray it will be the last). 
• ~-""I 
'. 
28 year~ ·-of:· age, height_ 6'2", 
weigh(· , 1~0 : lbs~, · sandy :blond 
hair_, blue~green eyes. 
My_pufpose in the writing of· 
this letter is in the fondest wish 
that you and your staff will see 
fit to·publish this letter, or with 
your descression, parts there of. 
I am seking a corrospondence 
with a "female" student/stud-
ents of your school would be very 
helpful to me as well as humanis-
ticly rewarding. May I please 
add that letters to a man in 
prison are of paramount import-
ance being that, they are my only 
form of contact or communication 
with the outside world. I also 
believe that it is very important 
to me as a man to be able to 
relate to the opposite sex once 
again when I am released into 
society. To establish a corres-
pondence at this time would 
greatly help me in this matter. 
I am aware that this is a 
somewhat unusual request on my 
part, but I hope not an unreason-
able one. I can appreciate any 
and all concern you have towards 
your fellow students, so if there 
may be an)_', further information 
· you may wish concerning myself, 
please feel free to write and ask. 
I appreciate any considera-
tion that you may kindly give 
towards my request. THANK 
YOU. 
Sincerely Yours, 
David R. DeWald 
I am a graduate of the 
College of William & Mary in 
Williamsburg, Va. I am now 
attending classes here in the 
facility, given through Syracuse 
University, in hope of attaining 
my Masters in Mathematics. I'm 
a native of Va. Beai:h Va. I 
served for a period of four year~ 
as im F-100 series Fighter Pilot 
in the U.S.A.F.. I" was last 
employed as a Flight Enginer for 
Pan American. I'm a white male, 
Who's_.Who 
Every year senior students at 
Ithaca College are nomina,ted to 
Who's Who in American Univer-
sities and Colleges, and in a few 
instances, juniors may be nomi-
nated. A committee reviews 
recommendations and sends the 
names of those nominated to the 
central organization. The OI_"gan-
ization identifies the number of 
Senior Stickers will be avail- students each institution may 
able starting Monday, October 3 nominate. 
at the Office of Campus Activi- This year the committee will 
ties. There will be an extremely accept recommendations from 
nominal of 25 cents considering students, faculty and staff. 
the advantages you will soon Anyone recommended should 
receive (more to follow on that meet the following criteria: a 
subject). cumulative grade point average 
someone with less than a 3.0 has 
been nominated); participation 
and leadership in College activi-
ties, citizenship and service to 
the College and potential for 
future achievement. Students 
may pick up recommendation 
forms in John Brown's Office on 
the top floor of the Egbert Union 
·and faculty and staff may pick 
them up in the academic dean's 
office. All recommendation 
forms must be completed and 
returned by Monday, October 
17th. 
Thank You, 
John M. Brown, Jr. 
Director Counseling 
and Orientation We are now soliciting help of at least 3.0 (in rare instances 
for our upcoming events (includ- T_ht! 8.18_ C• ing 200 Days rarty, Tequila Night at Night Court and Senior Football Day - free beer for R ff 
seniors with stickers). Anyone · IPv 
· interested in helping us out · a ' 
should send their name and · 
telephone number to: At the beginning o every a car at Ithaca College is getting 
Senior Class school year, there is a certain "ripped-off." I would not mind 
c/o Office of Campus Activities procedure that everyone must go paying the 30 dollars (although 
(throughintercampus mail) through if they choose to park it~ higher than most other 
We're looking forward to a their car on campus. That colleges) if the parking lots were 
great senior year and hope to procedure consists of paying out suitable for parking, but' the fact 
. hear from you soon. 30 dollars to recieve a parking is there not. As a matter of fact I 
· Thanks, sticker, this sticker gives you the feel that the college should pay 
Howard, Glenn and Molly right to park in a few non-re- the student parker for a set of 
(Senior Class Officers) stricted areas. To get to the new tires and a wheel alignment 
, point I feel that the student with (which they truely need ,after 
~-,--~lfaiiiilil:~.'if'~-,,.,~-.,.ij.; usin the "N" Lot.) The ;iJ&J!KtMJtitJ&i&LWJi#L,,.,...¥.Mi\:::J::.,,,Bm:.~ .. M!'t ~ . f h "N" L t . t t ll 
.fl · .i' cond1t1on o t e o 1s o a y : BEER g ridiculous. The Jot is unpave~ 
,J[ f and is loaded with pot holes, 1t ! · • really takes away the beauty of 
·• ;: the rest of the campus when you 1 t se this lot. I once a_sked someone t • in the Bursars Office where the 
• : 30 dollars goes to, and they told' 
i BLAST I i ru~d~?,at(:~e;;:intog~~~enf;:~ 
',ti •. : "general funds" when someone 
:'l ii wants to know where and what 
,: : the m·oney was spent for). But to 
* :; get b~ck to t_he point, I fe_el there 
-; • is an 1mmed1ate need to 1qiprove 
l ------------- : the present condition of the '.'N" 
.., t i Lot, it is a disgrac~ to the jrest of 
. : a • the College. And if the 30 dollars 
·I.THE DUG' OUT ! ;~:r~~!!~i~8:f;;t;~~~;:1flf 
r .: used for'! 
. ... . ~ 
f ii · Richard W. P"terseo l ,Ever}' Thursday i------~--ir· 
I oil "IJuon . Appelilo ~. 
t l _, ·~ i $2.00 All The i .,_11i9i6'~. 
i Draft You Can i .9ttdi1111 Gddi"~ 
•· : . SERVING RNE rrAUAN FOOD i: ·~ o· •' k 'l SINCE 1949· 
.i.. r1n_ . . i . 
~---;,1;_.50°. ..aar LiquOri -1 2~!~ I i 109 N. CAYUGA St. 
* ~001 .. Ttr our 
,SPECML 
1111er * ,-' . ··-' (30 SECONDS FROM'THE COMMONS) 
. . 
I' 
' ' ! I 
-.;; 
'·:, \ ,, 
:~ . 
· While iR still free@ 
Chris Walsh, John Futch, 
Engineering Law Student 
"Ifs boring to read the way "With 60 briefs a week, 
most people are taught. the average student takes 
This W.ilY,,YOU loo~ at a . . . all week to prepare for 
page of-print::._:yoU-se'e~fne· -:· · · · ··c1ass. In an evening. 
whole page. It's great!" I'm finished'.' 
Jim Creighton, 
Student 
Jeni Malara, 
Student 
"I had C's in high school. After 
Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics, 
I was able to maintain an A average'.' 
Richard St. Laurent, 
Teacher 
"It's easy. Once you 
know how to do it, it's 
super ~asy!" 
"I was skeptical, but now I'm 
reading around 2300 words a 
minute. Puts you that much 
ahead of ·everyone else:·~ 
It'll make homework a lot easier this year. In fact, you can cut your study time almost 
in half with the copyrighted techniques you learn in one free lesson. We'll give you the 
incredible secrets to easy speed reading, better concentration and greater comprehension. 
Taught in more than 300 cities throughout the U.S. It's easy. It's fun. It works. 
Increase your reading speed as much as IOG°kl 
SUNDAY THRU THURSDAY 
I 
4:00PM OR 8:00PM 
ITHACA 
HOLIDAY INN 
310 North Triphammer Rdo 
LAST WEEK!-!!, 
' ' . -
• I 
T~ EVELYN WOOD READING DYNAMICS 
• · '@Copynghl 1976 Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics Inc 
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ball on ·the Alfred 14 yard line. 
The second Bomber touchdown 
• came on a one-yard run by 
tailback John Nicolo following 
Dick Timpano's fumble recovery 
on ~ · the Saxon 18. 
Ithaca's punting· game was 
superb with junior Tom Hansen 
booting the ball six times for a 37 
yard average: He now has a 37.5 
yard average for eight kicks. 
Alfred held Ithaca's top 
' ..- ~ground gainer, fullback Matt 
. . f'll1,to, 1y ~obm_Rock 'Mees, to· only 66 yards on 16 
Ithaca College will be look- the Bombers holding . Alfred _to carries. Mees, who was ranked 
ing to improve its record to 4-0 only 52 yar?s rushmg while se.cond nationally among Division 
this Saturday as it travels to intercepting five passe~. . III rushers going into the Alfred 
Springfield, MA to face a much The five interceptions give game now has gained 424 yards 
improved Springfield College - Ithaca a total of 14 through three · on ' 64 carries. 
eleven. games, just six shy o{ the school. Ithaca will be_ facing a 
The Bombers, ranked fourth record. Safety. Scott ·Colton· Springfield College team that is 
nationally in last· week's U~I picked off two agamst _the Saxons 3-1 this fall. The Chiefs come off 
Division III poll and leaders m to raise his team leadmg total to a 24-20 win over Southern 
the Lambert Bowl balloting, are four interceptions, while line- Connecticut that saw them rally· 
hoping to down Springfield for backer John Laper intercepted from a 20-3 halftime deficit. 
the fourth consecutive year. his third pass of the ye!lr fbr the Quarterback Bob Weller hit 
. . 
Profile-
1wa1ma,~: 
This could. be a dre-am year 
··for Frank Cohen. In 1976, he 
suffered through a personaJly I/ 
lackluster year as the varsity [t! 
soccer team experienced a night- .• !!fi· . 
marish 2-12 record. Thus, Frank :, • :. 
would appreciate any improve-
ment individually and teamwise. 
But more than a slight better-
me~t seems to be on the horizon. 
Both an I.C.A.C. championship 
and I.C.A.C. first all-star team· 
honors are within his grasps. · ,. · 
As a sophomore in 75, Fi:ank • 
wa·s a first team all-1.C.A.C. 
choice, registeririg fi~e goals a!ld seniors hut thro!,!g~ lea_dership 
two assists playing m the mid- he. handles that situation ~x-
field. Now, as a senior position- tremely well. We are bemg 
ed on the forward line, he has prepared now for each game 
already matched 75's scoring better than any other year by the 
output. - , coach and his assistants. -He has 
Gaining individual recogni- our confidence." 
Last year, Ithaca took the Bombers. tight end John Pappas on a 
Chiefs, 31-0, at Ithaca for their Ithaca's usually potent of- 12-yard pass for the winning, 
second straight shutout win over fense was stymied by th~ rain,_ points. · 
tion would please Frank, how- Deservedly, Cohen was recruit-
ever, he is more concerned with ed by the collegiate elite. AO' 
the team: "things didn't go well N.A.I.A. power, Davis and El-
for me in 1976. Last year, things kins College was after him. So 
just didn't seem to click: \\'.'e was the nation's tw_elth rat~d 
were a hard luck team, losmg six team of 1973, his semor year m 
games ~y one goal. But_ even ~t high school - Oneonta State. 
Springfield. hut turned two Alfred mistakes The Chiefs are a deep, 
Ithaca comes off a hard- into scores. Quarter~ack steve experienced team this year. A 
fought 17-8 win over Alfred, Manning scored the firSt touch- total of 18 starters-nine on 
Saturday, in Alfred. A steady down, a three-yard run, after the offense and nine on defense-are· 
down-pour turned - the cont7st center snap on a punt attempt back. Among the top players 
uin!!t~o.,:a!.,!;d~e;:,:fe;:,n:;s::;iv~e~s~tr~u:,:g~g~le~ •• w~1t~h~h~a·d~s~a.,il.e~d~h~ig~h~,~iv~i~n·g~l~th•a•c•a•t•hie retur:ning are Weller and l?ap-
that point we were a tight-kmt Why did he select J.C.? 
group without dissension.. Now Because of, "the facilities, set-
we have an exc~llent, shot a_t the ting and overall freedom," ac-
I.C.A.C. championship and if not cording to Frank. 
that, a possibility of a bid for the Unquestionable, Ithaca's coach 
playoffs." • . Al MacCormack is glad Cohen 
tl' (D~[!J~ pas, along with tailback Mike [l\(f\N N {.\ ~ I Lasorsa, who is just a few yards 
la:i/'UN N~ 5hy of the all-time Springfield 
m'il"r 1~fl!Hf~6..(j\N 1..."\'frffirilrilfr career rushing record. 
<,;,,,ilJ'-.:i, UIJ~i.:.l~'-:IN ~U ~IJ.IJ.U The Chiefs also have a 
Cold Beer & Soda potent weapon in P1acekic~er Jim deMello. who recorded field 
A native of Poughkeepsie, wears the blue and gold. "Frank 
N.Y., and a graduate of S~ack- is probably my most exciting 
enkill High School, Cohen 1s an player and he's probably our 
Economics Major. He is tl:!i.nking fastest player when dribbling the 
of a possible banking or business hall. He can make things h,~ppen 
position after graduat,ion ~his by preassuring the opposition Hoaiies In 3 Sizes 
Groceries Homemade Salads goals or 52·. 49 and 45 yards 1ast, · 
May. Frank . would consider into making.mistakes." . 
coaching s~ccer on,ly ~ .'\tis_ sp~~ .. :· AS::1 t~~ni l~~d~:,.;: •. I CQQl~_f! 't. · 
time and at the youth.le"'.~l_s. ask· fo'r 'an'ythittg more from an 
·······················~··············· Mon-Fri 9AM-10PM Sun 9AM-SPM 
FREE DELIVERY 272-7592 
Vl'ar. , 
· Springfield trails in the 
~cries with Ithaca, ~aving won 
onlv once in four games. The 
1 Chiefs should present the Bomb-
er~ with some problems up front, 
11'1,,l,l~N'l,lf)N 
-ALL COLLEGE STUDENTS! 
Participate in the first annual 
GUINNESS STOUT 
DART TOURNAMENT 
to determine the ALL. CAMPUS CHAMPION! 
. . Free time for Frank means individual both· on and off the 
pick-up basketball and footb~ll field," adds MacCormack. "l! he .. 
games and visiting the parks m continues his goal · production, 
the area, specifically - Upper then he can be considered and 
Treman and Taughann6ck Falls. all-State player." 
He enjoys fine dining; feels the Frank . Cohen is _ the most 
Who are together and hopes the versatile and skilled player on a 
. Yankees get it together. good College Division soccer 
For certain, he believes the club. Yet overall, he is a true 
77 Bombers, are united, stating: team man, first and key per-
"Our defense is play_ing excel- former, secondly · the· exact 
lently while the offense is moving combination that his sport de-
the ball and executing better mands.- That is why he ean 
than the past two years." sensitively analyze this year's 
Frank feels its a real plea- squad: . 
sure being a co-captain along "We've seen both sides of the 
with Ted Wesson. He also likes coin; we've lost t_he past. two 
winning for head coac~ . Al years and now _have a chance at 
MacCormack. "The coach 1s Just the title. Losing has make us 
a couple of years older than the better winners." e~m-~----rm---------~ 8 D .. ! CLOGS CLOGS ! 
Q (9/ofaoughters ofCourse. a 
n a 
B~ ~r--~--n-~ D 
6 ~I I r I · ~ I\ El 
'e ' I~ It~\ I,\\ 0 
a I I I B 
B \ B 
\ 
Tournament equipment 
fur~lshed i?.Y ACCUDART® 
The tournament Is 
currently t1eln9 held 
at participating 
local taverm,. . 
BE·A WINNER!. 
Ttie Gulnnh&- ~ 
Harp Corporation 
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Niltiolial Scetie ~~ -· ., · -- : · ·Editorial: 
. Ali, Y11nks ·Top$ \ Su~ort of -~CE 
giving·upao points to the Jets is hungray for a World Series .as_. Athletics Attacked 
absurd: · Yankee owner George STein- · 
The experts figured that the brenner is, would sign Dave The Bombers are not only the tions in Ottowa ... Boston ... Phil-
Last week, NBC televised the 
Ali-Shavers fight and many 
things were seen by the nation. 
Muhammad Ali, despite his age· 
an<l''hbvious Jack ·of quickness he 
once 'h:ni, 'is still the greatest. . 
defense would have to carry the Kingman. For approximately pride of Ithaca College but the edelphia'? 
1 offense since two excellant line- $200,000 a year, one get.s mam- most respected football team in I do not think it is because the 
men, Tackle Leon Gray and moth home runs, mammoth central New York. Bhe Bomber- Bombers can better balance their 
Guard John Hannah, had con- amounts of strikeouts, and a men work lo1_1g and hard for checking accounts·, more precise-
tract disputes and walked out of mammoth amounts of misplays in victory and recognition and as ly it is the Athletic Council and 
camp. But"the reverse is true so the field from Kingman. In the they prove on South Hill, they College Administration which 
far. The offense, has scored the American League, he gets a are indeed number one. undoubtedly fears the strength 
third most points in the league break because he could be a An interesting point regard- and following of rowing. What 
(behind Dallas and 0!3kland) and designated hitter and not play ing South Hill is that there is an will happen if on week-ends, 
the defense is 23rd in giving up the field. But Yankee Staduim, excellent view of the 2000 meter people begin crowding the Cay-
points. They have given up more with its long left field, is not inlet which leads into Cayuga uga shores, cheering on LC. 
points than every team except advantagious to a Kingman. The Lake. It is upon these waters - crews, instead of shouting, "Hold 
San trancisco, SEattle, Chicago, Yankees have ample strength at that the Oarsmen and Oars- that line!" 
-- · Ali showed that he is the 
·. best ooxer in taking a punch. 
Shavers is known for his hard 
punches and connected with Ali 
several times but it was Ali who 
.' pµnished Shavers at _the end. 
·Maybe if Shavers had gone after 
Ali, after connecting with a' solid 
punch instead of letting · Ali 
Jegain his senses,- the outcome 
may have been. different. 
Another point that was 
proven was that unless the 
opponent knocks out the champ 
or ts in complete control -
throughout the fight, the champ-
ion -will retain his title. There 
--were many rounds that looked , 
awfully close to decide and 
. invariably fhe judges and referee 
p_ieked Ali in the round. 
And the third point, and 
certainly not the least, is that 
Muhammad Ali is the greatest. 
If he retires, the boxing world 
--would sorely miss him and would 
decline in popularity. Ali may be 
a showman, have a big ·mouth 
and ego or whatever you want to 
call him,. but he draws the 
crowds. He is the only boxer left 
who has this ability to draw 
crowds and money. Hopefully, 
for Ali fans and boxing fans in 
general, Ali will pot retire, like 
he has threatened for the ump-
teenth time to do, but instead 
will continue to put on a great 
show defending his title. 
Here it is, the third week of · 
football completed and the New 
England Patroits and the New 
York Jets tied with identical 
records: ·sometiiiiJg i's. wrong. 
Experts had predicted 'that the 
Pats would be in the playoffs and 
the J~ts would be eliminated by 
the fifth week. What is wrong, is 
the Patroits defense. After 
defeating Kansas City the first 
week on some key defensive 
plays (especially with safety· 
blitzes), the defense has retired. 
They have given up 30 points two 
weeks in a row. The Cleveland 
Browns, who beat New England 
30-27, are just starting to get the 
recognition they deserved but 
IT,H~c·A 
'2.72- ~,2 
·~.......-CREPES 
• J.uncll•Dlnn8t'_, 
Europan Atfflo....,... 
' =- ·_ · MCNi.nwu Prfea 
;· .. _. ~-EhniraRd~:; : 
. Rte. 13 S,Z17.0128_., 
- . ·- J>ytamidMall , 
. Rie~·isN.-257, 
. . ---~n~a~1cc:,!'(I .- . 
· :. · Masterchar ·-~ : , 
.·,,. 
', ..... ,· 
and ' Kansas City. KH with many people, such as women of the Ithaca Crew Team It appears that the athletical-
But the Pats have one major Johnson, Piniella, Chambliss, row relentlessly, six days a ,ly-mirided portion of the Board of 
factor in their favor, the,sched- and Jackson along with many week, almost sill: months a year. Trustees has the apprehension 
ule. They have only one minor leaguers. The I.C. crew works. long that Crew will cause a lowering 
opponent who played over .500 Dave Kingman is now a free and hard for victory and recogni- of interest to Ithaca College, by 
left on the __ schedule. That is the agent and the speculation that · tion and as they prove in 'prospective students and influ-
Baltimore Colts, who they play the NEW Boston Red Sox (under regattas across the north-east cntial monetary sources causing 
twice. The Patroits have "easy" ' new ownership) is in the lead to and Canada, they are indeed a a suhstantial depiction of money 
games with Seattle and San sign Kingman. Another reason first class, highly respected flow into the College's back 
Diego before tbe first showdown why Kingman is beneficial to the team. , pocket. 
with Baltimore. Yankees is that each team is There are approximately 75 More realistically, Rowing 
New England should. thank allowed to sign two free agents members of the Ithaca Crew at Ithaca College has filled an 
the schedule-maker for allowing plus the number of players they team. Each member, just like aweful void. It has offered I.C. 
them to play as poorly as they lose through· the free agency. the members of the Football that fragrant, developed touch, 
have. The Yankees now have the team, attends classes; enjoys which it needs, to remain re-
To absolutely notbody's sur- option to buy at least three friends; resolves conflicts with spect.ed and number one. 
prise, the New York Yankees players from the free agen_cy sc~ool work; eats; sleeps and Crew is a unique and im-
have stopped negotiations with market, which must make Stem- tries desperately not to bounce mensely rewarding aspect of 
Dave Kingman and will allow brenner happy· checks. college life and it is qui Ve 
him to be a free agent. When the • The Crew team is able to evident, that the in-action, to 
Yankees picked him up three Bits and Pieces:. satisfy a!T of these points except date, by Ithaca College, has 
. weeks ago, there were two the last one. . Why is it that severely infringed upon the 
reasons why they did it. 1-Tiger The Yankees must win the Ithaca Oarsmen and Oarswomen rights of the Oarsmen and 
Staduim and 2-Fenway Park. At two games at New York because must pay to participate in a Oarswomen, both as students 
the time the Yankees picked up there is no way the Royals are · highly skilled sport which brings ·and serious athletic competitors. 
Kong, they were in a pennant going to· 1ose three at Kansas pride and acclaim to the college'? It is up to the student body 
race with games at Detroit's City. The"ltoyals are very tough What happens to the portion of to realize such inequalities, -
Tiger Staduim and Boston's at home and if the Yankees win tuition which is allegedly allocat- which exist in every segment of 
Fenway Park. Both of these one there, they will be fortun- ed toward the students athletic Ithaca College and to discover 
stadia are known for their short ate ... Los Angeles Dodgers will adventures'! Why must Crew some of the viable means of 
left field stands. So the ·Jittle win in four ... New York Giants : members pay for racing entree combating discrimination on the 
extr~ home run· punch Kingman are proving that-it helps to have · fees'! Why must they provide I.C. campus. Ithaca College does 
can provide· could not hurt. an experienced quarterback. th.cir .. QW.n .. tran_spqttatip!l JQ - not 'support athletics' ... do You? 
Not even a inan ·as· rlch or as· The offense has looked dismal. .. - . meets'! . Their own accominoda- Steven J. Bettman 
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A CT 10 N AUDIO Inc. 
- . 
l(ENWOOD KA-350() :·. 
. lntegrated Amplifier, · 
. . 40 WAITS RMS PER CH,. , . 
,. / · s·11A9S 
·Reg. 170.00- Now · ~ 
. ' ' 
;.. KENWOOD KR-4600 Receiver 
1 :$ 30 WATTS RMS PER CHANNEL '· V ..,,, 
A.. 
Cl) , S16995 -
Reg. 300.00 limited quantity . 
_, 
< 
--u· 
t 
~ 
_PIONEER ST~REO receiver 
SX-650 · -
30 WATTS RMS PER CHANNEL 
Reg. 325.00 
. . KENwo·oo 
_LSK-200·. -.. 8 inch, 2 wa·y·speaker system 
--
Now 
,.$89!.5 
. -
. - .+',' 
. - .... -· 
' ~ ··-· 
_:_- · ·sONY TC-205- .. 
PORlABtE ,CASSETIE RECORDER 
fl'°'_ -
--...... 
SONEX CT-Sm, 
Portable Cassette Recorder .. 
w/ Auto Shut Off 
110 volt/220 volt Switch 
s22ss 
WITH FREE MAXELL TAPE 
. 
DISC 
PREENER 
s34,-
.. 
. .. t>HIUPSGA-40,6 .. · .. ·wH~STLER\ 
2MOT9RAUTOMATI.CTl:JRNTAB~E RADAR DETECTOR• 
......... 
Was.199.95 
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. . ·~· - $ 799 5 - '; 
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